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Amplifying Genetic Logic Gates
Jerome Bonnet, Peter Yin,* Monica E. Ortiz, Pakpoom Subsoontorn, Drew Endy†
Organisms must process information encoded via developmental and environmental signals to
survive and reproduce. Researchers have also engineered synthetic genetic logic to realize simpler,
independent control of biological processes. We developed a three-terminal device architecture,
termed the transcriptor, that uses bacteriophage serine integrases to control the flow of RNA
polymerase along DNA. Integrase-mediated inversion or deletion of DNA encoding transcription
terminators or a promoter modulates transcription rates. We realized permanent amplifying
AND, NAND, OR, XOR, NOR, and XNOR gates actuated across common control signal ranges
and sequential logic supporting autonomous cell-cell communication of DNA encoding distinct
logic-gate states. The single-layer digital logic architecture developed here enables engineering
of amplifying logic gates to control transcription rates within and across diverse organisms.
esearchers have used genetically encoded
logic, data storage, and cell-cell communication to study and reprogram living
systems, explore biomolecular computing, and
improve cellular therapeutics (1–9). Most approaches to engineering cell-based logic champion two-terminal device architectures upon which
gate-gate layering, similar to conventional electronics, is used to realize all logic functions (10, 11).
Despite recent advances (11, 12), such designs
are difficult to scale because of problems associated with reusing regulatory molecules within the self-mixing environments of individual cells.
As representative examples, a single-cell twoinput “exclusive or” (XOR) gate, a function whose
output is high only if the inputs are different,
required controlled expression of four gate-specific
regulatory molecules from four plasmids (12); an
amplifying “exclusive nor” (XNOR) gate, high
output only if inputs are equal, has not been demonstrated within single cells (10).
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We instead sought a device architecture in
which the same regulatory molecules could be
simply reused to implement all logic gates within
a single logic layer (13). We also sought to decouple the signals controlling gate switching from
gate inputs and outputs. Realizing both goals
would enable straightforward engineering of distinct gates with constant switching thresholds and
support signal gain and amplification if desired.
Lastly, we wanted all gate signals to be encoded
via a common signal carrier supporting connectivity within natural systems and across a diverse
family of engineered genetic devices (14).
We combined earlier concepts (14–17) to invent a transistor-like three terminal device (18)
termed the transcriptor. Independent control signals govern transcriptor logic elements that regulate transcriptional “current,” defined by the flow
of RNA polymerase along DNA (Fig. 1A). Gate
input and output signals are transcription rates at
positions on DNA marking logic element boundaries. Logic elements use asymmetric transcription terminators as reversible check valves that
disrupt RNA polymerase flow in only one of two
possible orientations (Fig. 1B). Recombinases catalyze unidirectional inversion of DNA within
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chains that could be derivatized, it should be possible to tune their properties for applications such
as vehicles for drug and biomolecule delivery,
cages for trapping functional enzyme cascades
that allow flux of starting materials and products,
components of sensing systems, and new frameworks for the development of protocells (24).

opposing recognition sites (Fig. 1B) or deletion
of DNA between aligned sites (Fig. 1C), providing independent control over the orientation
or presence of one or more terminators. Stated
differently, we developed a device architecture
similar to a transistor but leveraged unique properties of genetic regulation to implement all gates
without requiring that multiple instances of simpler gates be connected in series (i.e., without
layering) (18, 19).
For example, a transcriptor XOR logic element requires bracketing one asymmetric transcription terminator with two pairs of opposing
recombination sites recognized by independent
integrases (Fig. 1D). If neither integrase is expressed, then the terminator blocks transcription
(Fig. 1D, top). Expression of either integrase alone
inverts the DNA encoding the terminator and
allows transcription to flow through the transcriptor (Fig. 1D, middle). Expression of both
integrases inverts and then restores the original
orientation of the terminator, again blocking transcription (Fig. 1D, bottom). A complete XOR
gate requires placing an XOR logic element
within a three-terminal device in which integrase
expression is controlled by two independent control signals (Fig. 1E).
We designed additional transcriptor logic elements encoding Boolean OR, NOR, XNOR, and
AND functions for use within a common gate
architecture (Fig. 2 and fig. S1). Straightforward
changes only to logic element DNA were sufficient to design functionally distinct gates expected to be responsive to identical control signals.
Designing a transcriptor-only “not and” (NAND)
element, low output only if both control signals
are high, proved more challenging. We instead
used a hybrid architecture that combines flipping
of a terminator along with a constitutive promoter. Although noncanonical, the NAND gate
still responds to the same control signals while
exhibiting varied output levels (below).
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Transcriptor elements allowing unidirectional
processing of DNA produce permanent gates that
implement write-once logic operations. However, recombination directionality factors (RDFs)
can reverse DNA inversion by integrases (20).
We designed rewritable transcriptor elements in
which controlled expression of RDFs, given constitutive integrase expression, should implement
reversible logic and demonstrated a reversible
buffer gate controlled by a single RDF (figs. S2 and
S3); reversible gates require the same number of
regulated factors as permanent gates (e.g., two
RDFs versus two integrases). Permanent gates are
useful for applications requiring tracking or processing of historical signals (e.g., terminal differentiation during development or accumulated responses
to asynchronous environmental cues), whereas
reversible gates support multicycle computing
(e.g., a synchronized cell division cycle counter).
We selected unidirectional serine integrases
from bacteriophages TP901-1 and Bxb1 to control gate switching; these recombinases do not
require host cofactors and have been shown to
function in bacteria, fungi, plants, and animals
(21). We recently implemented a rewritable digital latch by using the Bxb1 integrase and RDF to
repeatedly flip a DNA memory element between
two states (5); this class of latches are controlled
by continuous transcription signals (i.e., analog
inputs) that produce recombinase proteins sufficient to flip (or not) a DNA element (i.e., digital
output) and thus can be abstracted and reused
(22) as analog-to-digital converters.
We made a recombination control plasmid
expressing the TP901-1 and Bxb1 integrases un-

der the control of exogenous arabinose (ara) and
anhydrotetracycline (aTc) induction, respectively
(23). We measured the propensities of TP901-1
and Bxb1 integrases to recognize and process
specific DNA recombination sites (fig. S4A). We
fitted abstracted Hill functions representing observed DNA processing propensities given increasing expression levels for each integrase alone
(fig. S4B). We defined logic function models
specific to each gate (fig. S4C) and predicted the
expected behavior of multi-input gates directly
from single-integrase Hill functions (Fig. 2).
We constructed low-copy plasmids encoding
AND, OR, XOR, NAND, NOR, and XNOR
logic elements between a standard strong prokaryotic promoter (input signal source) and green
fluorescent protein (GFP) expression cassette (indirect output signal reporter) (23). We measured
bulk GFP levels from bacterial cultures expressing varying amounts of TP901-1 and Bxb1 integrases controlling the six Boolean gates. Observed
GFP expression patterns were well matched to
predictions for all gates (Fig. 2); exact output
levels varied among and within some gates
(described below).
Transcriptor-based gates use discrete enzymatic processing of DNA to modulate RNA
polymerase flow through logic elements. We thus
expected that single cells might exhibit discontinuous (e.g., all or none) responses to small
changes in control signals. For example, we measured fluorescence output distributions among
single cells exposed to low or high control signals
and found a single threshold defining distinct
low/high outputs across all gates (Fig. 2, red

vertical line). To better study control signal digitization (i.e., the extent to which gate outputs
are more digital than gate control signals across
small changes in control signals), we compared
changes in gate outputs to increasing control
signals by using a common reporter (figs. S5 to
S8). For example, we found that XOR gates switch
completely between 0.2 and 2 ng/ml aTc and
0.0001 to 0.001% ara, whereas both control signals increase gradually across these inducer ranges
(Fig. 3, A and B, and figs. S6 to S8). We defined
a digitization error rate as the combined probability of scoring false high or low gate outputs in
response to intermediate control signal changes,
optimized thresholds for controllers and gates
that best discriminate between putative low and
high outputs, and quantified digitization error
rates for each gate. AND, OR, XOR, and XNOR
gates digitized aTc-induced control signals to
varying degrees, whereas AND, OR, NOR, XOR,
and XNOR gates digitized ara-induced signals
(Fig. 3, C and D); no gates reduced digitization
(Fig. 3, C and D), and all gates realized digital outputs in response to low/high control signals (Fig. 2).
Changes in gate outputs must be compared
directly to changes in gate control signals to determine whether gates function as amplifiers
(24, 25). We calculated population-average GFP
levels for each control signal and gate outputs
(fig. S5). We directly compared changes in gate
outputs to the changes in gate control signals
needed to activate gate switching, both for absolute (figs. S9 and S10) and normalized (Fig. 4)
expression levels. We evaluated all gates across
control-signal ranges needed to drive the least-

Fig. 1. Using transcriptors to implement
three-terminal Boolean
integrase logic gates. (A)
Three-terminal transcriptorbased gates use integrase
(Int) control signals to modulateRNApolymerase(RNA
Pol) flow between a separategateinputandoutput.
(B) A canonical transcriptor
element wherein an asymmetrictranscriptionterminator (T) blocks transcriptional
current in one orientation
(red) or, when flipped, the
opposite orientation (gray).
Opposing recombination
sites (black/white triangles)
flank the terminator and directflippingbyanintegrase.
(C) Integrases can also excise DNA between aligned
recombinationsites.(D)State
diagram for a transcriptor
“exclusive or” (XOR) logic
element: Opposing sites
recognized by two independent integrases (blue/orange and black/white) are nested and flank one terminator. Recombination can produce four distinct states controlling terminator
orientation. (E) The logic element from (D) within a three-terminal Boolean integrase XOR gate such that gate output is high only if control signals are different.
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were exposed to various patterns of integrase control signals, recording and generating appropriate
outputs across ~40 cell doublings (fig. S11).
Building from these results, we engineered cellcell communication of DNA (7) encoding logic
gates at different stages of gate activation (fig. S12),
a feature unique to gates whose operation involves direct processing of DNA. We also assayed recombination response times, finding that
15-min control-signal pulses were sufficient to
activate integrase-mediated switching (fig. S13
and movie S1).

During the course of responding to reviewer
questions and preparing the final version of this
manuscript, a system of two terminal logic gates
was described by Siuti et al. based on flipping
terminator, promoter, and gene elements (26).
The family of Boolean integrase logic gates introduced here differs in the consistent use of a
three-terminal device architecture that decouples
logic-gate operation from both input and output
signals, enabling simple tuning via changes to the
transcription input signal (fig. S14) and ready
reuse (e.g., reprogramming of natural transcription
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responsive gate (NAND) and did not normalize
outputs via subtraction of lowest values, which
otherwise greatly increases fold-change estimates.
All gates generate increased absolute and foldchange differences in expressed output protein
levels relative to those produced from the integrase controllers (Fig. 4 and figs. S9 and S10).
We confirmed that permanent transcriptorbased gates support sequential logic based on the
heritable storage of logic element states in response to asynchronous control signals. For example, cells encoding AND and XNOR gates

Fig. 2. Predicted and observed logic-gate performance plus digitaloutput thresholding. (Gate) Boolean logic functions. (Truth Table) Logical
relationships between control (Ctrl) signals and output. (Architecture) Transcriptor element configurations for use in permanent Boolean integrase logic
gates, including a constitutive promoter (NAND, green rightward arrow).
(Predicted) Expected fraction of cells containing gates in a high-output state
(heat map) calculated as described (23). (Population Measurements) Gate
outputs assayed via plate reader for bulk cultures (23). Inducer concentrations
www.sciencemag.org

are 0, 0.02, 0.2, 2, 20, and 200 ng/ml for aTc and 0, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1,
and 1% weight/volume (w/v) for ara. (Single Cell, GFP Intensity) Distribution
of gate outputs [x axis GFP output measured in arbitrary units (a.u.); y axis side
scatter] among single cells responding to control signals, as per gate-specific
truth tables. A common output threshold segregates low/high outputs across
all gates (vertical red line). Inducer concentrations are 200 ng/ml for aTc and
1% w/v for ara. (% Cells On) Fraction of cells encoding high outputs when
scored by using a common output threshold.
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Fig. 3. Digitization of control signals. (A) Distribution of XOR
outputs among single cells (red contours) responding to an increasing control signal (blue contours). Each contour interval
encompasses 5% of all cells; thick contours surround 50% of the
total population. y axis, GFP output measured in arbitrary units
(a.u.); x axis, side scatter at noted inducer concentrations. (B) As
in (A) but for the second control signal. (C) Gate switching and
digitization errors across an intermediate control signal change
(0.2 to 2 ng/ml aTc, left/right of each frame). Gate-specific digitization thresholds (horizontal bars) were optimized and used
to quantify fractions of false high cells given a low control signal
and vice versa. Numbers within frames are high-given-low and
low-given-high error rates. Numbers above boxes are combined
error rates with standard deviation from three independent
experiments. (D) As in (C), but in response to an intermediate
change in the second control signal (1 × 10–4 to 0.5 × 10–2 ara,
left/right of each frame).

Fig. 4. Gain and amplification across common control signal ranges.
Population-average response of amplifier gates to (A) increasing ara-mediated
expression of TP901-1 integrase and (B) increasing aTc-mediated expression of
Bxb1 integrase. Changes in output GFP levels produced by gates (colored lines) are
directly compared to changes in control signals required for gate switching
(increasing straight dashed lines). The response of each control signal to itself
(gray boxes) is shown to highlight gate-specific amplification of control signals
(colored boxes). (C and D) Responses of inverting amplifier gates. As in (A) and (B),
except that fold changes for control signals are inverted (decreasing straight
dashed lines) (figs. S8 and S10). Error bars indicate SD across three independent
experiments.
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Controlled Flight of a Biologically
Inspired, Insect-Scale Robot
Kevin Y. Ma,*† Pakpong Chirarattananon,† Sawyer B. Fuller, Robert J. Wood
Flies are among the most agile flying creatures on Earth. To mimic this aerial prowess in a similarly
sized robot requires tiny, high-efficiency mechanical components that pose miniaturization challenges
governed by force-scaling laws, suggesting unconventional solutions for propulsion, actuation, and
manufacturing. To this end, we developed high-power-density piezoelectric flight muscles and a
manufacturing methodology capable of rapidly prototyping articulated, flexure-based sub-millimeter
mechanisms. We built an 80-milligram, insect-scale, flapping-wing robot modeled loosely on the
morphology of flies. Using a modular approach to flight control that relies on limited information about the
robot’s dynamics, we demonstrated tethered but unconstrained stable hovering and basic controlled flight
maneuvers. The result validates a sufficient suite of innovations for achieving artificial, insect-like flight.
sing flapping wings and tiny nervous
systems, flying insects are able to perform sophisticated aerodynamic feats such
as deftly avoiding a striking hand or landing on
flowers buffeted by wind. How they perform these
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feats—from sensorimotor transduction to the unsteady aerodynamics of their wing motions—is
just beginning to be understood (1–3), aided in
part by simulation (4) and scaled models (5). Motivated by a desire for tiny flying robots with
comparable maneuverability, we seek to create
a robotic vehicle that mirrors these basic flight
mechanics of flies. At the scale of flies, no such
vehicle has been demonstrated to date because
of the severe miniaturization challenges that must
be overcome for an insect-sized device (6). Con-
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systems by seamless integration of transcriptor
logic elements within natural operons). Also, by
separating gate inputs from gate control signals
and by using a strong input signal modulated by
an efficient asymmetric terminator, we were able
to demonstrate and quantify signal amplification
for all gates (Figs. 3 and 4).
Output signal levels vary within and among
the gates reported here (Figs. 2 and 3 and figs. S9
and S10), although not more so than existing
genetic logic. We believe that most variation
arises from differences in RNA secondary structures well known to influence mRNA stability
and translation initiation rates (fig. S15); such
variation might be eliminated by using recently
reported mRNA processing methods (24, 27).
Further work is also required to realize precise
level matching across all gates, and directed evolution of increasingly asymmetric terminators may
be needed to reduce low output levels for most
gates (fig. S10); additional gate-specific tuning of
NAND would be required given its noncanonical
logic element. Nevertheless, existing gates already support single-layer programmable digital
logic, control-signal amplification, sequential logic,
and cell-cell communication of intermediate logic
states. Multi-input gates supporting high “fan-in”
could be realized by using additional integrases
(28) (fig. S16). Transcriptor-based gates can also
likely be directly combined with other logic families to expand the power of engineered genetic
computers. All logic gates and uses thereof demonstrated or disclosed here have been contributed
to the public domain via the BioBrick Public
Agreement (29).
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ventional technologies for macroscale aircraft
propulsion and manufacturing are not viable for
millimeter-scale robots because of inefficiencies
that arise from force scaling, suggesting a biologically inspired solution based on flapping wings
(7–9). Here, we report an aggregation of innovations in design, manufacturing, actuation, and
control to create an insect-scale flying robot—a
robotic fly—that successfully demonstrates tethered but unconstrained flight behavior reminiscent of flying insects.
For inspiration of form and function, we used
Diptera (flies) as a model system because of the
relative simplicity of the flight apparatus—flies
by classification have only two wings—and
the exemplary aerial agility that they exhibit.
Dipteran flight has been well-studied (5, 10–18),
and it is understood that insect wings undergo
a complex trajectory defined by three rotational
degrees of freedom (10). This has been simplified in the robotic fly to a reciprocating flapping
motion in which the wings’ pitch rotation is regulated with passive compliant flexures (19)—an
enabling simplification for mechanism design and
manufacture. Key aspects of the oscillatory wing
motion are the flapping frequency and wing stroke
amplitude; the robotic fly achieves 120 Hz and
110°, respectively, similar to the 130-Hz wing beat
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